THE VERY LATEST ON THE CORONA ‘VIRUS’ – click links above ‘understanding decreases fear’

Dear regular visitors and newcomers

A very warm welcome to the Internet’s main site for information about the new phenomenon of 5G, joined by its evil twin the corona ‘virus’.

If you are new to this topic, try ‘latest articles’ or ‘videos – 5G’. If you want to know what is going on in your own country click ‘5G country A-Z’. We also have a large ‘smart meter’ section. If you are confused or curious about anything you read, use the contact page and we will try to help you. Useful information – please send to me.
There are enough links on this site to take you to EVERY site on the internet (directly or indirectly). 5Gexposed is therefore doing its job in informing you of the research relevant to this pernicious development. From now on I shall only be adding articles that give extra insights or developments.

Meanwhile 5G is going ahead by stealth using the cover of closed schools, properties near or at them mainly USA but probably elsewhere. Oh and yes the ‘virus’ is linked to 5G. Part of the same show bought to you by the ‘Onederful One Percent’. Editor

So now, on to the serious material......

THE LINK BETWEEN 5G AND THE ‘VIRUS’. Watch whilst you can. It may be taken down.

VIDEO – former Vodafone boss blows whistle on 5G: coronavirus, and he has a crystal clear mind 32:06 Pub 30 Mar 20 Added 31 Mar 20 YToob have just taken it down AGAIN. Thank goodness I put a copy on VIMEO link. Ed.

Barrie Trower – 1 hour 50 minutes of FACT – advanced and
beginners alike will benefit.

Just so we know what happens when we use smart phones. THEY know what they are doing.

**Diseases-Deaths – Household Electricity Endangers People**  
J G Flynn, tireless researcher from Canada.

**5G is not safe – As good a summary as you will ever see (10m49s)**

5G Extinction Documentary – Part one MUST WATCH
WHILE THIS EXPLOITED CHILD DISTRACTS THE WORLD

5G IS BEING QUIETLY IMPLEMENTED.
David Dees coming up with the goods again. One of the best cartoonists.
And now for your entertainment....
“We do know that cell phone use of teenagers and children is destroying the humanity of their brain. It is limiting the brain development... certain aspects of humanity — like compassion and considering others — are the first parts of the brain that are getting disabled. And that is a very scary development.”

Dietrich Klinghardt, MD, PhD
Day 3: “Best Protection From EMFs and 5G”

THE BIGGEST ONLINE EVENT OF THE SUMMER: the5Gsummit.com
BEINGS OF FREQUENCY This video was made in 2013 but for an in-depth view of our topic, it takes some beating for an historical summary. It is more relevant today than ever. It is already listed under my ‘video’ list but here it is again. Pub 3 Jan 2015 Added 7 July 2019
Symptoms of radio-wave sickness

Brain
- Headaches
- Dizziness
- Nausea
- Difficulty concentrating
- Depression
- Anxiety
- Memory Loss

Eyes
- Insomnia
- Fatigue
- Tremors
- Muscle spasms
- Tingling
- Altered reflexes
- Muscle & joint pain
- Pressure in/behind the eyes
- Deteriorating vision
- Cataracts

Heart
- Palpitations
- Arrhythmia
- Chest pain or pressure
- Low/high blood pressure

Respiratory
- Sinusitis
- Bronchitis
- Asthma
- Pneumonia

Skin
- Skin rash
- Itching
- Swelling
- Facial flushing

Others
- Digestive problems
- Abdominal pain
- Enlarged thyroid
- Testicular/ovarian pain
- Dehydration
- Immune abnormalities
- Altered sugar metabolisms
- Redistribution of metals within the body
- Hair loss

www.stetzerlectric.com
REALLY GOOD explanation of the differences between 1,2,3,4 and 5G by Arthur Firstenberg.

The latest on Gateshead Council vs. Mark Steele. UK. A RESULT. Pub. 17 May 2019

Below – This is what 5G will enable the governments of the world to do much better…. Huge increase in bandwidth capacity.
Good overview ‘wake up’ video of what’s going on in the world and how it is affecting us.

*****

Health Impact News – Will Nanotechnologies and the New 5G Network Become the Most Powerful Weapon System the World Has Ever Seen?...Former Catholic Nun Sister Keri Burnor Targeted for Death through Nanotechnology. NB Targeted Individuals are at severe risk Pub and added 18 Apr 2019

*****
So lets get way out here – Ed.

*****

LOOK AT WHAT THE UK PARLIAMENT WERE TOLD IN 2013

publications.parliament.uk energy and Planet Change Committee
— written evidence submitted by Yvonne Tinkler –There has been
a decade of warnings from researchers, doctors, professors and
governments, that WiFi is potentially harmful especially to
children and pregnant women and should be reduced or
avoided....Pub 26 July 2013 Added 12 Apr 2019

*****
5G – Vaud (Switzerland) adopts resolution for a moratorium. After last week’s news about Brussels putting the brakes on 5G, Switzerland’s 3rd largest canton (i.e. region) has also called for a halt to 5G, adopting a moratorium. Read more...

Did you see this vid. in January 2019? Dont faint – even the BBC feel compelled to say something about WiFi ..... at least its a start.. Ed.

Are we all lab rats for untested technology?
Intro to the site: 60 second audio HERE

This year’s Alternative View 10 AV10 held in the UK was sold out in February. There will be opportunities for viewing the whole event, starting 8.45 am on Saturday 11th May 2019. Click the image to buy your ticket.
Below are a few examples of some of the topics covered. You can find out more about the topics by using the search box. For example, type in ‘voice to skull’.
5G
Voice to skull

* REMEMBER: THIS WAS DO-ABLE IN 1974!*

Steady tone, near the high end of the hearing range, say, 15,000 Hz

Output is now more or less a steady tone, like tinnitus, but with hypnosis embedded.

Each vertical line is one short pulse of microwave signal at a frequency to which the human brain is sensitive... then brain converts the train of microwave pulses back to inaudible voice; there is no conscious defense possible against the hypnosis.

Hypnotist's Voice, varying from, say, 300 Hz to 4,000 Hz

Curve below is magnified to show how the FM-voice controls the timing of the transmitter's pulses.

Timing of each microwave pulse is controlled by each down-slope crossing of the voice wave (Sharpe's original 1974 method).

HOW SILENT (CONVERTED-TO-VOICE-FM) HYPNOSIS CAN BE TRANSMITTED USING A VOICE FREQUENCY MODULATOR TO GENERATE THE "VOICE" THEN PULSED-MICROWAVE VOICE-TO-SKULL FOR DISTANCE AND COVER

http://www.raven1.net/hympno2s.gif

Mar 21/00

coming to a Street Lamp
Near you

*****

****
Our biological system is very sensitive and responsive to microwaves and the 5G system is many times as powerful as 4G, itself shown to be harmful.

Thousands of independent studies link Radio frequency radiation exposures from cell phones to a number of very serious diseases such as; Cancer [3], Infertility [4], Cardiovascular Diseases [5], Birth defects [6], Memory Problems [7], Sleep Disorders [7] and so on.

To make it even worse, the microwave transmissions have the capability to meld with our brainwave activity. Thoughts and emotions can be directly fed into our brain thus creating a method of mind control second to none. The technology to do this has been around for decades but this is the first world wide coordinated effort to bring it into being. This will happen via an intense array of microwave transmitters placed in our streets every 300 m or so.

A crumb of comfort – Dr. Rauni Kilde, Finland’s former surgeon general and chief medical officer before her death was fearless in exposing what is going on ‘behind the scenes’.

Her final message (before her untimely death) , was that the Greatest Secret of All is the Human Being, and that by contacting the “Universal Energy” by using one’s own energy to meet it, it will protect us, because every human is energy and vibration. It is a matter of focus and energy because the Universal Energy is stronger than even what the military has.

Brian Snellgrove
Founder, 5GExposed . com
info @ 5GExposed . com

briansnellgrove.net (daily personal blog)